
Roburtrucks has an exclusive UK distribution 
partnership with Madrid-based DTA, a global leader 
in the design and manufacture of Automated Guided 
Vehicles (AGVs) for onsite transportation across a 
range of industries.

Able to move loads of up to 1,200 tonnes in 
manufacturing plants and other assembly locations, DTA 
self-propelled transport systems incorporate cutting-
edge technology, including multimode electronic steering, 
hydraulic elevation and electronic load levelling.

In consultation with Roburtrucks, DTA’s engineering 
team works with customers to achieve the optimal 
solution for specific objectives, in consideration of 
the space available, in order to ensure the best and 
most cost-efficient option. DTA is at the forefront 
of designing solutions using various navigation 
technologies, including: 

GPS  for outdoor guidance applications

Laser  via triangulation and reflector guidance

Magnetic  via a ground guiding line operation 

Natural  Artificial intelligence (AI) technology

Optic  via a tracked ground guideline

Rail  via a ground to antenna line system

Exclusive UK partner of DTA for 
Automated Guided Vehicles



Every DTA solution supplied to customers exclusively in the UK by Roburtrucks includes:

 CE Certificate

 Maintenance and  
 Operation Manual

 Information Plate

 List of spare parts

 24/7 remote technical assistance 

DTA’s list of customers includes Boeing, 
Dassault Systemes, Jaguar Land Rover, 
Ford, General Motors, General Electric, 
Siemens, Bombardier, Airbus, Embraer, 
Hitachi, Nissan, Toyota, Kia, Renault,  
John Deere and VW.

 sales@roburtrucks.co.uk

 www.roburtrucks.co.uk

 0800 298 2980

The Roburtrucks brand is owned by Stanley Handling Ltd

DTA vehicles use inbuilt communication 
systems to manage traffic safely, 
prevent unnecessary stops and compile 
data to ensure optimum efficiency when 
multiple AGVs are onsite at the same 
time. All vehicles are operated using a 
remote control with an intuitive interface 
that has a control screen displaying 
vehicle movements, warnings and 
battery levels. 

DTA – the smart move 

Established in 1972 and now 
supporting manufacturing companies 
in over 50 countries, DTA has grown to 
become a world leader in heavy-duty 
transportation systems, featuring 
wireless remote control and state-of-
the-art self-guiding technology. 




